CMFT MASTER’S (Thesis Option) CURRICULUM

STUDENTS ENTERING THE PROGRAM (Odd Year Program Entry)
USUAL COURSE SEQUENCE

Master’s degree: students usually take 9-12 hours a semester and 6 hours during the combined Summer I and II sessions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>FALL</th>
<th>SPRING</th>
<th>SUMMER I</th>
<th>SUMMER II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1st  | CMFT 5300 Intro to MFT  
CMFT 5322 – Family Systems  
CMFT 5330 – Lifespan & Human Development  
CMFT 5370 – Ethics | CMFT 5302 – Family Therapy II  
CMFT 6370 – Diversity  
Electives as needed: CMFT 6342; ADRS 6329 – Eating Disorders  
CMFT 6395 - Practicum | Elective as needed | Elective as needed |
| 2nd  | CMFT 5305 – DSM  
CMFT 5350 – Intro to Stats  
ADRS 6301 – Couple/Family Dynamics of Addiction  
CMFT 6395 Practicum/externship | CMFT 5351 – Research Methods  
CMFT 6303 – Family Therapy III (or other MFT)  
Electives as needed: CMFT 6342; ADRS 6315 – Systemic Treatment of Addictions  
CMFT 6395 – Practicum/externship | Elective as needed | Elective as needed |
| 3rd  | CMFT 6000 - Thesis | CMFT 6000 - Thesis | | |

ELECTIVES
Students must take two courses.
CMFT MASTER’S (Thesis Option) CURRICULUM

STUDENTS ENTERING THE PROGRAM (Even Year Program Entry)

USUAL COURSE SEQUENCE

Master’s degree: students usually take 9-12 hours a semester and 6 hours during the combined Summer I and II sessions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>FALL</th>
<th>SPRING</th>
<th>SUMMER I</th>
<th>SUMMER II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1st  | CMFT 5300 Intro to MFT  
CMFT 5322 - Family Systems  
CMFT 5370 - Ethics  
ADRS 6301 - Couple/Family Dynamics of Addiction | CMFT 5302 - Family Therapy II  
CMFT 6370 - Diversity  
Elective Options: (1) ADRS 6315 - Systemic Treatment of Addictions or (2) CMFT 6342  
CMFT 6395 - Practicum | Elective as needed | Elective as needed |
| 2nd  | CMFT 5305 - DSM  
CMFT 5330 - Lifespan & Human Development  
CMFT 5350 - Intro to Stats  
CMFT 6395 Practicum/externship | CMFT 5351 - Research Methods  
CMFT 6303 - Family Therapy III (or other MFT)  
Elective Options: (1) ADRS 6329 - Eating Disorders or (2) CMFT 6342  
CMFT 6395 - Practicum/externship | Elective as needed | Elective as needed |
| 3rd  | CMFT 6000 - Thesis | CMFT 6000 - Thesis | | |

ELECTIVES
Students must take two courses.